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both for the engine in your F and for the passengers inside the truck. The Ford F is equipped
with a cabin air filter that cleans the dust and particles out of the air coming into the truck
through the HVAC system. Like all filters, this one requires periodic maintenance. It should be
changed at least every 10, miles or once a year. Purchase a replacement filter at any auto parts
store. There are five Phillips head screws holding the cover on the air duct that will make it
easier to identify. Remove the five retaining screws from the access cover with a Phillips
screwdriver and set them aside. Remove the cover from the air duct. Locate the plastic tab on
the center of the filter just inside the air duct. Grasp the tab and pull the filter straight out of the
duct. Slide the new air filter into the air duct, making sure it locks into position. Be sure the
plastic tab used to remove the filter is on the bottom for easy removal in another 10, miles.
Position the access cover on the air duct and install the five retaining screws with a Phillips
head screwdriver. Tighten the screws until they are secure, being careful not to overtighten
them. After many years of working in auto parts and service positions, Killian decided to move
into journalism full-time. He has been published in "1st Responder News" as well as in other
trade magazines and newspapers in the last few years. Step 2 Remove the five retaining screws
from the access cover with a Phillips screwdriver and set them aside. Step 3 Locate the plastic
tab on the center of the filter just inside the air duct. Step 4 Slide the new air filter into the air
duct, making sure it locks into position. Things You'll Need Phillips head screwdriver. Most
Ford-F Super Duty trucks did not come equipped with a cabin filter. If this kit was installed on
the F, it has a cabin air filter. The easiest way to tell if you have a cabin air filter is by locating it.
If your F has a cabin air filter, you'll need to replace it every 15, miles to keep your air
conditioning performing well and your interior air fresh. Turn your ignition off and remove the
key. Access the passenger-side floorboard by entering the F through the passenger side door.
Look closely underneath the glove box. There is a black plastic cover mounted on the rear.
Remove the five Phillips-head screws from the cover. Pull the cover down to remove it. Inspect
the area behind the cover. If the F has a cabin air filter, you'll see a rectangular filter-access
door with tabs on the end. Squeeze these tabs to remove the cover. The cabin air filter is behind
it. Leonardo R. Grabkowski has been writing professionally for more than four years.
Grabkowski attended college in Oregon. He builds websites on the side and has a slight
obsession with Drupal, Joomla and Wordpress. Step 1 Turn your ignition off and remove the
key. Step 2 Look closely underneath the glove box. If you are ready to replace the cabin air
filter, simply slide the old filter down. Insert the new filter fully and replace the access door and
the compartment cover. Tighten the screws. If your F does not have a cabin air filter, and you
would like to install one, visit your nearest Ford dealership. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Large media area Provides
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just that my 6. I RUN a truck fleet and we have a filter flow booth we use to clean and check filter
flow. Except the material they are made of are different. We know what were doing been
mechanicing and racing for years. Ok, so, the stock filter flowed Any higher cfm and both filters
started to collect there pleats together. So, the next test was longevity, we installed the stock
filter in his truck for miles of the same driving course to from work about 72 miles a day. We
removed it and it flowed at We also both noticed that larger particals were released by the stock
filter and trapped in the lower part of the air box. The truck also had an check engine light that I
will explain in a minute. No bs just the plain fact. We both also noticed that when we inspected
the air duct on the clean air side it was spotless after we removed the stock filter. We do not
promote anyones air filters or work for Ford or anything, we just wanted to see if the hype was
bs. We think so now. So that's out test. I absolutely believe the oil is good at collecting particals
but is a major problem also. I absolutely disagree. I hear guys saying they get better mpg and
more power. There's absolutely no way. I think there wishful thinking comes from how much
they paid for the filter. Don't use aftermarket junk filters like NAPA or the other chinese knockoff
brands on your Ford diesels. Always spend the extra few dollars and buy original Motorcraft
filters. Trust me, you will thank yourself down the road! The skill level to do this requires
minimal mechanical aptitude. Just take your time and note how the old one comes out and
reverse the steps to install the new one. The only tool that you may need is a screwdriver to
help move the lid of the airbox to lift it off of the bottom chamber after you release the clamps.
Good factory replacement but the price seems to jump up and down. Installation is easy, just
undo the four latches holding the air box closed and then wiggle the old one out. For the price
of two replacements I bought a reusable one. These factory air filters will last quite a while in
your truck though. I just drive on dirt roads and live in the mountains so I change my filter more
than most people do. I get my oil changed at the Ford quick lane and don't mind paying for the
service. So they change the oil and I change the air filter. You can't go wrong with Ford
Motorcraft parts and a cheap air filter can become a nightmare if it fails. The cardboard box, that
the filter is in, isn't strong enough to protect it from handling in transit. Box was crushed on one
end and the flap was torn. Thankfully, the damage doesn't seem significant. The seal should
seat with pressure and heat from the engine. Images in this review. Exactly what it should be at
a great price and fast shipping! If you have a Superduty with a 6. I use a light coat of grease
along the upper and lower sealing surfaces to ensure all the air going to the engine has to go
thru the filter. Change every 12K miles with both fuel filters, cheap and keeps it clean inside!
The air filter box was all smashed up. The box was in a floppy plastic envelope. Filter survivedbut the handling sucked. I should Have bought one locally. Porter on October 12, See all
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pollen, dust, pieces of sand, and other atmospheric contaminants; it both protects your health
from allergens and makes your ride comfortable. It is recommended that you check the
condition of the cabin air filter at least once a year. The filter may also need your attention if the
climate control system gets noisy or there is an unpleasant smell that is difficult to get rid of.
When looking for a cabin air filter for your truck, choose high-quality products featuring an
extended lifespan. The filter should include materials that block even the smallest atmospheric
contaminants; however, it should also provide enough air flow for optimal operation of the
HVAC system. High-quality filters can accumulate a lot of contaminants before you need a
replacement. In our store, you will find Ford F cabin air filters that comply with the strictest
quality standards and feature the advantages described above. Ford F Cabin Air Filters. Are you
shivering behind the wheel in the winter or sweating in traffic in the summer? Ecogard filters
are designed and constructed using the same materials as the OEM to provide maximum
particulate removal with minimal air restriction. All Ecogard cabin air filters are installation
tested Direct match to OE filters Electrostatic and carbon media. WIX cabin air filters capture
airborne contaminants like dirt, soot, pollen, and other pollutants and prevent leaves, dirt, bugs
and other debris from entering the HVAC system and negatively impacting the Provides
premium cabin air filtration Prevents leaves, bugs, dirt, and other debris from entering your
vehicle's HVAC system. As soon as your cabin air filter clogs or gets damaged, you notice it
right away. And now you don't have to go to the dealer and pay twice the price to have clean air
circulating inside your vehicle again. OE quality at an affordable price Direct replacement.
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this Professional Cabin Air Filter by ACDelco features
premium quality and will perform better than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and This
top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a
fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship. Manufactured from
industry-leading Built to offer excellent functionality and quality Made with the use of the most
innovative technologies. They are produced at top tier facilities with strong quality control
procedures so that UAC Helps maintain a desired temperature inside your car Made of durable
materials. Are you shivering behind the wheel in the winter, or sweating in traffic in the
summer? Do you detect the sweet smell of antifreeze in the cabin or see green liquid on the
floor? Your climate Expertly crafted from premium materials Designed to match rigorous quality
standards. Protects passengers in your vehicle against pollen, dust and dirt particles Protects
against particulates, diesel soot, and bacteria. Mahle Original filters are constructed using a
superior embossed and pleated filter media for high dirt holding capacity and low pressure
drop. Premium sealing technology assures leak free assembly and Your climate control system
These filters keep dust and particles such as pollen, diesel soot, and tire dust away from the
interior of the vehicle. Perfect to enhance your comfort and safety Proven to provide reliable
service for many years. This filter is specially designed and manufactured to reduce the amount
of airborne pollutants and particles entering the cabin by capturing dust, pollen and other
airborne contaminants. Meeting OE Fully meets OE requirements for fit and operation Reduces
the level of contaminants, pollen, and dust in the cabin. Want to keep your vehicle performing
reliably? Then premium gpd aftermarket auto parts are right up your alley? They are
manufactured from superior-quality materials and feature solid construction to ensure Designed
to ensure efficient operation of your vehicle Crafted from high-quality materials for long-lasting
service. Mahle Original CareMetix cabin air filters utilize five layers of media to protect against
harmful and allergenic substances. They feature a proprietary, five-layer construction that
eliminates Luber-finer air filters capture harmful particles that can damage expensive engines.
Are designed to remove dust, pollen Trap many harmful pollutants before they reach the cabin.
Motorcraft HVAC seat filter are designed for maximum performance and durability. Dorman has
all the components needed for a complete repair. Quickly and easily installed, it eliminates the
clunking noise that may result when this part fails, while restoring original ride control. Easy to
install Direct replacement for a proper fit. It is the only filter that utilizes the natural Motorcraft is
the way to restore the performance of your vehicle. Designed specifically for your vehicle,
Motorcraft products meet stringent Ford Motor Company standards and feature OEM quality
without Position: Front. All Ecogard cabin air filters are Location: Glove Box. All Ecogard cabin
Location: Under Dash. Light Duty. Particulate Air Panel. Size: Optional filter, if installed by local
dealership. WIX cabin air filters capture airborne contaminants like dirt, soot, pollen, and other
WIX cabin air filters capture airborne contaminants like dirt, soot, pollen, and other pollutants
and prevent leaves, dirt, bugs and other debris from entering the HVAC system Particulate
Filter. Quantity: 1 Pc. And now you don't have to go to the dealer and pay twice the price to
They are produced at top tier facilities with strong quality control procedures so that UAC is
able Next Prev 1 2 Next. Cabin Air Filter Replacement. Baldwin Filters. Premium Guard.
Universal Air Conditioner. Ford F Models. Related Searches. The performance of your Ford F

depends directly on both the quantity and quality of air that reaches the combustion chamber.
The more oxygen is there, the more fuel can be burnt. Air has to be free from sand, dust, and
other particles, because they can damage the engine from the inside. This issue is especially
important when you drive off-road as it exposes your truck to lots of atmospheric contaminants.
An air filter blocks particles of dirt and ensures that air that is fed to the cylinders is always
clean. There are several reasons why you may need to use a dependable performance air filter.
First, if you modify the engine, stronger airflow needs to be provided to use engine capabilities
to the fullest and ensure its proper operation. Second, performance filters sift out even the
smallest particles, effectively protecting your engine and boosting its power. Third,
performance filters feature superior longevity and reliability. We do our best to offer you high
quality products at prices that are always reasonable. Ford F Performance Air Filters. This
premium product is the best way to go for those looking for the highest quality replacement that
offers supreme levels of quality, performance and reliability. USA Performance air cleaners are
the perfect solution to your low hood clearance problems. You've spent thousands of dollars
putting together an engine compartment worthy of Expertly Crafted from the highest grade
materials Compliant with the most strict standards for quality. Designed to boost horsepower
and rate of acceleration Can be cleaned and used again. Reliable filtration with broad coverage.
Ecogard is your source for high-quality air filter products with extensive application coverage.
Manufactured using advanced, high-efficiency media, Ecogard air High-efficiency media
ensures reliable performance Broad domestic and imported coverage. Robust and long-lasting
construction Guaranteed to ensure a perfect fit and effortless installation. Manufactured using
high quality materials throughout, including Engineered for increased flow and greater
performance Factory pre-oiled and ready to use. Quantum Pro 5R air filter by aFe Power is
specifically designed for the Quantum Series cold air intake systems and feature an injection
molded base and top for lighter weight and Unique Patent Pending filter-to-housing Integrated
design for Quantum Intake Systems Injection molded top and base for long lasting rigidity and
is lighter in weight. Five layers of progressively Pleated cotton filter element outlasts other
filters, and flows more than the factory pleated paper filter when installed in the Banks Ram-Air
Intake System. Make your engine function at its full efficiency by choosing from their
comprehensive selection of top-grade performance air intake parts. Crafted by the
industry-leading professionals who Advanced air filtration technology, superior construction
and t
subaru cooling system diagram
homelite string trimmer parts diagram
subaru fxt
he world's best warranty make an AIRAID air filter the best you can buy. It allows increased
airflow and provides better Improves airflow and engine performance Provides superior air
filtration and engine protection. Make your engine function at its full efficiency by choosing
from our comprehensive selection of top-grade performance air intake parts. Crafted by the
industry-leading professionals Designed to provide a This premium product is the best way to
go for those looking for the highest quality replacement that offers supreme levels of quality,
performance and reliability Designed to provide a perfect Built from a breathable material the
Banks Pre-Filter simply goes over your filter and provides additional protection from large
debris and can even Prevents large debris clogging filter pleats Reduces service intervals. Next
ATP Turbo. CFR Performance. Green Filter. HPS Silicone Hoses. No Limit Fab. Racing Power
Company. SPA Turbo. USA Performance. Ford F Models. Related Searches.

